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Outline / Proposed Agenda Items 

•  SLCA as Foundation 

•  The Planning Process 

•  SLUPB Proposed Agenda 

•  1 Single SLUP: Consistent 
Language Throughout? 

•  Reconciliation in GBLWMP 

•  Ecological Integrity as 
SLUP Standard 

•  Role of the SLUPB 

•  Research & Monitoring 

•  Grandfathered Rights 

•  Way of Proceeding? 
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SLCA as Foundation for SLUP 

•  Well being as purpose of the SLUP 

•  Directly involve communities & organizations 

•  Crown and Sahtu lands 

•  Duty to consult closely 

•  Reconciliation objective of s.35 of our Constitution 
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The Planning Process 

•  SLUPB must:  
–  work more closely with communities 
–  spend more time in communities 

•  Funding for community participation 

•  Discuss key concepts, approach, process prior to 
preparing drafts 

•  Work / planning:  
–  Communities and whole Board 
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SLUPB Proposed Agenda: Feb. 4 & 5 

•  Integration document: 
– 50-page document 
– Eliminates heart of the GBLWMP 
– 2 days? ⇐ Unrealistic 

•  Need to: 
– Set priorities 
– Establish process to complete discussion in 

future 
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Single SLUP: Consistent Language 
Throughout? 
•  GBLWMP: 3 years work with government 

•  Very different cultures & 3 Sahtu districts 

•  GBLW unique: 
– Last large, pristine lake in world 

•  GBLW as 1 living entity for Sahtugot’ine 
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Single SLUP: Consistent Language 
Throughout? 

•  OPTIONS: 

1.  Separate GBLW district? 

2.  GBLWMP standards throughout SSA? 
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Reconciliation in GBLWMP 

•  Reconciliation: 
–  of Dene traditional law (stories, teachings) & wider 

system of Canadian law, land management 

–  of elders’ perspective & scientific perspective ⇒ GBLW 
as 1 living entity ⇒ ecological integrity (EI) 

•  SLCA, elders’ concepts & other Canadians’ 
concepts:  
–  well-being, health of land & community ⇒ standard of 

ecological (EI) & cultural integrity (CI) 
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Reconciliation in GBLWMP contd. 

•  Universal law of interconnectedness 

•  Responsibility of all people to care for 
GBLW 

•  All of the above as part of land use rules 
– No secondary status  
– Not background document / zone descriptions 
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Ecological Integrity as SLUP Standard 

•  Land use plan standard 
– Not vision element / plan goal 

•  Well being ⇒ health of land & community ⇒ 
EI as standard 

•  Gives force to: 
– SLCA’s purpose for SLUP 
– Common interests, values, concepts of 

Sahtigot’ine & Canadian society 
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Ecological Integrity as SLUP Standard 

•  SLUP rules as general standards OR a 
collection of specific standards? 

•  Polluter pays principle: 
– Environmental assessment example 

•  Onus on proponent to hire experts & prepare 
environmental impact statement 
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Ecological Integrity as SLUP Standard 

•  GBLWMP follows model of environmental 
assessment used in CAN & US for 30 years: 

– General standards 
•  EIA: “no significant adverse impact on the 

environment” 
•  GBLWMP: “maintain ecological & cultural integrity” 

– Onus on proponent / applicant  of permits 
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Role of SLUPB? 

•  GBLWMP: 
– Proponent to demonstrate maintenance of 

ecological integrity (EI) & cultural integrity (CI) 
– Proponent to prepare EI & CI statements 
– SLUPB to evaluate EI & CI statements for 

conformity with SLUP 

•  SLUPB confusing its role with that of 
proponent & SLWB? 
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Role of SLUPB? contd. 

•  Proponent: 
–  Researches 
–  Consults 
–  Prepares EI & CI statements ⇒ demonstrates 

maintenance of EI & CI 

•  SLUPB: 
–  Prepares draft SLUP 
–  i.e. sets generally-applicable, enforceable standards 
–  Tests for conformity with SLUP 
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Role of SLUPB? contd. 

•  SL&WB: 
–  Develops specific terms & conditions to give force to 

SLUP standards in particular circumstances in which 
applicant proposes to work 

•  SLUP provides general framework for 
environmental assessment 
–  UR Energy & MVEIRB example 

•  EI & CI statements usable in environmental 
assessment (consistency & efficiency) 
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Research & Monitoring 
•  (Recommendations only, if beyond scope of SLUP) 

•  GBLWMP: 
–  Requires site-specific R&M by developer / permit holder 

–  Standard is maintenance of EI & CI 

–  Recommends government-funded, watershed-wide R&M adequate 
for decision-makers to maintain EI & CI 

–  In public funding for R&M, priority should be given to research 
clearly linked to EI & CI 

•  Underlies well-being purpose of SLUP & roles of DLC / 
DRRC 
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Exercise of “Grandfathered” Rights 

•  If SLUP adds EI & CI standards of 
GBLWMP (s. 5.5.2.b & 5.5.3.a,i+j), D.2 of 
SLUP (at 1.7.5.2) probably adequate 

•  Minor change only in line 4, 1.7.5.2.b, D.2: 
– Currently too permissive & inconsistent with line 

6 
– “without restricting” in line 4 should be “without 

clearly preventing” 
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A Way of Proceeding? 

•  Heart / “Essence” of GBLWMP: 
–  Elders’ stories / teachings / concepts as Dene 

traditional law, applicable as intro to land use 
standards / rules 

–  Applicants must demonstrate maintenance of EI & CI as 
land use standards, including consultation req’s in 
GBLWMP (4.5.3.i+j; 5.5.3.i+j) 

–  Several conservation zones, 1 special management 
zone 
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A Way of Proceeding? contd. 

•  Heart / “Essence” of GBLWMP: 
–  Requires site-specific monitoring by proponent & 

recommends a wider, government-funded R&M system 
throughout watershed 

–  Grandfathering (above) 

–  SLUPB consultation / agreement on key SLUP 
concepts, approach, process 

–  Rest of GBLWMP can be discussed with SLUPB, DLC, 
DRRC, GNWT, INAC, and other Sahtu communities as 
appropriate 
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Elders’ Story   
 

A group of people comes upon a huge stone.  They must somehow move the stone.  It 
blocks their way utterly.  They are unable to go around it, over it or under it.  Nor are they 

able to move it working individually or in small groups.  They will only be able to move 
the stone if they all work together, each according to his or her role in the larger task.  

Only the truth, discovered by all people working together, can move the stone and 
establish a road for all humanity.  Through many generations, elders in the GBLW have 
addressed issues through regular gatherings, discussion and consensus.  They say that 

we must use the same approach in the development and implementation of the GBL 
Management Plan.  They say that GBL will only be preserved and kept healthy if the 

many organizations, agencies and boards with a role in the management of the lake and 
its watershed, including the three levels of government, cooperate and work sincerely 

together. 
 

— Morris Neyelle, pers. comm. (Dec/02), supplemented by Charlie Neyelle, pers. comm. 
(Jan/05) 


